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Is this answer helpful?

The name for the planet Venus comes from the name of the 
ancient Roman goddess of beauty, fertility and love, which was 
also Venus. Every planet in the solar system except Earth is 
named after a Roman deity, but Venus is the only one to be 
named after a goddess instead of a god.

www.reference.com/science/did-venus-its-name-cd3a96470ff1b62a
How Did Venus Get Its Name? | Reference.com

Confusing Words: It's and Its, by Dennis Oliver - Free ...
www.eslcafe.com/grammar/confusing_words_its_its.html
Its name is "Marco's" and it serves Italian food. This website is world-famous with
students and teachers of English. Its official name is "Dave's ESL Cafe on the Web."
Please rewrite your essay, Aleksandr. Its content is very good, but there are too many
grammar and spelling errors.

Why Is IHOP Changing Its Name? 3 Guesses Why It â€¦
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Sepuluh Nopember Institute of
Technology (Public Univâ€¦
Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember is an
Indonesian public university located in
Surabaya, East Java, with a strong
emphâ€¦

ITS America
The Intelligent Transportation Society of
America is a Washington, D.C. based
membership and advocacy group for the
development and deployment of
Intelligenâ€¦

International Transportation
Service (Company)
International Transportation Service is an
American container terminal company that
deals with the receipt and shipment of coâ€¦
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Entrepreneur
6 days ago · IHOP announced on Twitter this week that, as of June 11,
itâ€™s changing its name to â€œIHOb.â€� The original post now has
about 5 million views and 25,000 likes. Itâ€™s also sparked a couple of
obvious â€¦

IHOP Flips its Name and a Man Gives Up $1 Million. â€¦
https://www.entrepreneur.com/video/314668
6 days ago · IHOP, aka the International House of Pancakes, is flipping more than, well,
pancakes!The 60-year-old flapjack franchise announced that it will be changing its name
to IHOB, leaving many to speculate what the B stands for.

IHOP Is Changing Its Name to IHOB - usmagazine.com
Us Weekly
6 days ago · IHOP announced on Twitter on Thursday, June 7, that it will
change its name to IHOB on June 11, but not everyone is happy about
the name change â€“ details

How did Earth get its name? | Cool Cosmos
coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/ask/68-How-did-Earth-get-its-name-
All of the planets, except for Earth, were named after Greek and Roman gods and
godesses. The name Earth is an English/German name which simply means the ground.
It comes from the Old English words 'eor(th)e' and 'ertha'. In German it is 'erde'. The name
Earth is at least 1000 years old.

IHOP changes name to IHOb to promote burgers - â€¦
Business Insider
2 days ago · IHOP said it changed its name to IHOb to promote the debut
of its new burgers. The "IHOb" campaign is a new strategy to bring people
craving something other than pancakes to the chain, as IHOP â€¦

IHOP says it's flipping its name to IHOB - FOX Carolina
21

www.foxcarolina.com/story/38359109/ihop-says-its-flipping-its-name...
IHOP says its changing its name. The restaurant chain has been known
as the International House of Pancakes for six decades, but the company
tweeted Monday that they will be flipping the â€œPâ€� in IHOP to a
â€œBâ€� The â€¦

Macedonia Agrees to Change Its Name to Resolve â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/12/world/europe/...
Jun 12, 2018 · Greeks contend that their neighborsâ€™ name implies
territorial ambition, and have blocked it from joining alliances. Now there
may be a breakthrough.

MSI's slick Prestige laptop earns its name - CNET
https://www.cnet.com/.../msis-slick-prestige-laptop-earns-its-name
7 days ago · MSI's new ultrabook for businesses is quite the looker.

IHOP says it's changing name to IHOb. Huh?
money.cnn.com/2018/06/06/investing/ihop-ihob
Jun 06, 2018 · The chain famous for its pancakes is cryptically teasing a
name change from IHOP to IHOb. But what will the b stand for?

How Did Venus Get Its Name? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Science › Astronomy › Planets
The name for the planet Venus comes from the name of the ancient Roman goddess of
beauty, fertility and love, which was also Venus. Every planet in the solar system except
Earth is named after a Roman deity, but Venus is the only one to be named after a
goddess instead of a god.
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